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C A S E  S T U D Y

Important Information

This is for informational purposes only, is not a solicitation, and should not be considered investment, legal or tax advice. The information has been  
drawn from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed and is subject to change.

Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. Past performance does not guarantee future results. UMAs are not suitable for all  
investors and should be evaluated for suitability by financial professionals prior to investing.

For more complete information about the various investment solutions available, including the investment objectives, risks, and fees, please refer to the 
Disclosure Brochure. Please read it carefully before investing. For a copy, please contact Adhesion.

Adhesion Wealth Advisor Solutions(“Adhesion”) is an investment adviser registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission(“SEC”).

Adhesion and third party providers are separate and unaffiliated companies. Each party is responsible for their own content and services.

Adhesion is an affiliate of Asset Mark, Inc., an investment adviser registered with the SEC.

©2024 Adhesion Wealth Advisor Solutions. All rights reserved.
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Background
The firm broke away from an Adhesion competitor after years of dissatisfaction with technology delivery and enhancements. 
While at the competitor, the firm utilized ETF models and their managed account offerings for its HNW clients.

Winning Solution
The team transferred accounts to Schwab. They elected to run their ETF models in-house on Orion and use Adhesion for 
their managed account and UMA needs.

Key Takeaways 

Comprehensive 
The competitor’s managed accounts were almost exclusively non-qualified, utilizing Parametric for tax overlay and index exposure. The team replicated 
these allocations on the Adhesion platform and became heavy users of the tax service, automated harvesting, and comprehensive tax overlay.

Optimization
For a few accounts that required allocation changes during the transfer, our team created a tailored tax transition for each account. Adhesion began  
by mapping the positions to the new allocation and generating a tax transition report to illustrate potential gains from selling. The advisor specified  
a gain budget for each client. Adhesion then transitioned all positions slated for sale into a transition sleeve within the UMA, optimized against an 
index and designed for opportunistic harvesting. We aimed to gradually divest from the undesired assets over time, carefully staying within the  
client’s tax budget.


